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ROCELCO ADR  
ADJUSTABLE DESK RISER 

 
✓  Large 32” x 20.5” desk will comfortably hold 2 monitors        
     and/or a laptop.
 
✓  5 adjustable heights from 6.5” - 16.3” offer the proper        
     working angle for sitting or standing.
 
✓  Retractable keyboard tray 24” w x 11.8” offers the 
     ergonomically correct position whether sitting or standing.
 
✓  Gas shocks designed to hold up to 50 lbs.
 
✓  Available in black or white. 
 
 
 
 

 



ROCELCO EADR  EASY LIFT 
ADJUSTABLE DESK RISER 

 
✓  Large 32" x 20.5" top panel will comfortably hold 2 monitors  
     and/or a laptop.
 
✓  Grommet hole included for cable management or optional 
     monitor mount.
 
✓  5 adjustable heights from 6.5” - 16.3” offer the proper 
     working angle for sitting or standing.
 
✓  Side handles for easy height adjustment.
 
✓  Retractable keyboard tray 24” w x 11.8” offers the  
     ergonomically correct position whether sitting or standing.
 
✓  Gas springs designed to hold up to 50 lbs.
 
✓  Available in white
 



ROCELCO EADR-2  
ADJUSTABLE DESK RISER 
 
✓  Enhanced Vertical Range (EVR) rises up to 18” and lowers down 
     to 5” to optimize the ergonomic work position for any user.
 
✓  32” top can hold 2 monitors or laptops.
 
✓  Straight up and down motion minimizes required depth (23”)
 
✓  Includes an ergonomic retractable keyboard tray.
 
✓  Fully assembled and ready to use.
 
✓  Available in black
 



ROCELCO DADR  DELUXE 
ADJUSTABLE DESK RISER 
 
 
✓  New wider (37” x 20.5”) durable (15mm) work surface will        
     comfortably hold 2 or 3 monitors* and/or laptop for ample   
     work space.  
 
✓  Grommet hole included for optional monitor mount
 
✓  5 adjustable heights from 6.5” - 16.3” offer the proper 
     working angle for sitting or standing
 
✓  Side handles for easy height adjustment
 
✓  Large retractable keyboard tray 29.5” w x 11.5” offers the 
     ergonomically correct position whether sitting or standing.
 
✓  Gas springs designed to hold up to 50 lbs
 
✓  Available in black or white
 
* Rocelco DM2 Monitor Mount sold separately. 
 



ROCELCO DADR-40  
ADJUSTABLE DESK RISER 

✓  Enhanced Vertical Range (EVR) - rises up to 20” and lowers 
     down to 5” to optimize the ergonomic work position for any 
     user. 
 
✓  40” wide op can hold large 2 monitors, a laptop & more
 
✓  Vertical lifting mechanism minimizes required depth (23”)
 
✓  Includes ergonomic, retractable keyboard tray
 
✓  Grommet hole for easy cable management or optional 
     monitor desk mount add on.
 
✓  Works with optional Deluxe Floor Stand (DADR-FS) to create 
     a complete Sit-to-Stand desk or desk extension
 
✓  Fully assembled and ready to use
 
* Rocelco Monitor Mounts (DM1, DM2, DM3) sold separately.
 



ROCELCO DADR-46  
ADJUSTABLE DESK RISER 

✓  Enhanced Vertical Range (EVR) - rises up to 20” and lowers 
     down to 5” to optimize the ergonomic work position for any 
     user. 
 
✓  40” wide op can hold large 2 monitors, a laptop & more
 
✓  Vertical lifting mechanism minimizes required depth (23”)
 
✓  Includes ergonomic, retractable keyboard tray
 
✓  Grommet hole for easy cable management or optional 
     monitor desk mount add on (up to 3 monitors)
 
✓  Works with optional Deluxe Floor Stand (DADR-FS) to create 
     a complete Sit-to-Stand desk or desk extension
 
✓  Fully assembled and ready to use
 
* Rocelco Monitor Mounts (DM1, DM2, DM3) sold separately.
 



ROCELCO DADR-FS  
DESK RISER FLOOR STAND  

✓  Commercial grade floor stand converts the DADR-40 &  
     DADR-46 desk riser into a complete Sit-to-Stand Desk. 
 
✓  Cost effective alternative to a standing desk with minimal 
     footprint
 
✓  Mounting your DADR-40 or DADR-46 desk riser on the Floor 
     Stand frees up space on your current desk.
 
✓  Mounting hardware and leveling feet included for easy 
     minute assembly and adjustment.
 
* Desk riser and monitor mounts not included.
 
 



ROCELCO CADR-46  CORNER 
ADJUSTABLE DESK RISER  

✓  Enhanced Vertical Range (EVR) - rises up to 18” and lowers
     down to 5” to optimize the ergonomic work position for any
     user.
 
✓  Maximizes the space on a corner desk or in a cubicle.
 
✓  Extra-wide 46” wide top can hold up to 3 monitors, a laptop      
     & more.
 
✓  Vertical lifting mechanism minimizes required depth (23”)
 
✓  Easy-attach keyboard tray 
 
✓  Grommet hole for easy cable management or optional
      monitor desk mount add on (up to 3 monitors)
 
* Rocelco Monitor Mounts (DM1, DM2, DM3) sold separately.
 



ROCELCO MSD-40  MOBILE 
SIT TO STAND DESK   

✓  Vertical Range rises up to 49” and lowers down to 31” 
     to optimize the ergonomic work position for any user.
 
✓  Ergonomic retractable keyboard tray sits 26.5” above floor 
    at lowest position, for comfortablekeyboarding when seated.
 
✓  Use as a standalone workstation or as an extension to your       
     current desk.
 
✓  Wide 40” top can hold up to 2 monitors, a laptop and more.
 
✓  Grommet hole allows you to route cables or to install a 
     monitor arm.
 
✓  Includes feet and locking casters, so you can create a fixed 
     or mobile workstation.
 



ROCELCO DM1  
SINGLE MONITOR MOUNT   

✓  Fits one 13”- 32” LCD/LED monitors up to 8 kg/ 17.6 lbs. each
 
✓  Mounts to any surface up to 8.8cm/ 3.5” thick
 
✓  Clamp or grommet hole mounting
 
✓  Works with most adjustable desk risers, including the 
     Rocelco DADR with grommet hole mounting
 
✓  Fits VESA 75x75mm & 100x100mm
 
✓  Double articulated arms make it easy to adjust monitors to any 
     desired position
 
✓  Tilts ±45°, swivels 180° & rotates 360°
 
✓  Monitor mounts in landscape or portrait position
 
✓  Adjustable height along pole for ideal ergonomic position
 
✓  Cable management clips included
 



ROCELCO DM2  
DUAL MONITOR MOUNT   

✓  Fits two 13”- 27” LCD/LED monitors up to 8 kg/ 17.6 lbs. each
 
✓  Mounts to any surface up to 8.8cm/ 3.5” thick
 
✓  Clamp or grommet hole mounting
 
✓  Works with most adjustable desk risers, including the 
     Rocelco DADR with grommet hole mounting
 
✓  Fits VESA 75x75mm & 100x100mm
 
✓  Double articulated arms make it easy to adjust monitors to any 
     desired position
 
✓  Tilts ±45°, swivels 180° & rotates 360°
 
✓  Monitor mounts in landscape or portrait position
 
✓  Adjustable height along pole for ideal ergonomic position
 
✓  Cable management clips included
 



ROCELCO DM3  
DUAL MONITOR MOUNT   

✓  Mounts three 13”- 27” LCD/LED monitors up to 8 kg/ 17.6 lbs. each
 
✓  Mounts to any surface up to 8.8cm/ 3.5” thick
 
✓  Clamp or grommet hole mounting
 
✓  Works with most adjustable desk risers, including the 
     Rocelco DADR with grommet hole mounting
 
✓  Fits VESA 75x75mm & 100x100mm
 
✓  Double articulated arms make it easy to adjust monitors to any 
     desired position
 
✓  Tilts ±45°, swivels 180° & rotates 360°
 
✓  Monitor mounts in landscape or portrait position
 
✓  Adjustable height along pole for ideal ergonomic position
 
✓  Cable management clips included
 



ROCELCO MAFM 
MEDIUM ANTI-FATIGUE MAT

 
✓  Spacious yet compact 30” x 20” footprint 
 
✓  ¾” commercial grade thickness provides hours of comfort & 
     stability.
 
✓  Advanced multi-layer construction with comfortable, 
     cushioned top surface.
 
✓  Non-slip bottom & beveled edges for stability 
 
✓  Supports the back, hips, knees & feet, to allow 
     comfortable standing for prolonged periods of time. 
 
✓  Shipped flat to prevent any curling on the edges.
 
✓  Durable materials & construction 
 
✓  Neutral black finish 
 



ROCELCO MTOPO 
ENERGIZING MAT

 
✓  Spacious yet compact  25” x 19” footprint 
 
✓ Raised corners and moveable ball allow you to work 
    your toes and keep your core active.
 
✓ Raised massage nubs allow you to stretch massage 
    your feet.
 
✓  Supports the back, hips, knees & feet, to allow
     comfortable standing for prolonged periods of time.
 
✓  Non-slip bottom
 
✓  Durable materials will not break down.
 
✓  Neutral black finish 
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